THESE CELEBRITY-APPROVED DENIM
SHORTS ARE THE CUTTING-EDGE
FASHION TREND FOR SUMMER

By Marissa Donovan
Need to spice up your wardrobe and try something new for your summer
look? Many celebrities are inspiring us to wear Bermuda-style denim
shorts. This many be a fashion trend your friends have been posting on
Instagram as of late. In fact, these shorts are great for making your
summer outfits a little edgy! This style can range from cuffed with
minimal fading to distressed denim with large holes. The summer heat
is here, and instead of wearing jeans, try these shorts with your everyday looks!
Fashion trends like this one are super easy to incorporate with the clothes you
already own. Check out our examples of how to rock these shorts this summer!

1. The Kardashian Distressed Look: This trend setting family has been
adding these shorts with many of their outfits. Khloe Kardashian even
designed her own for her Good American fashion line! Kourtney and Kim
have also been spotted wearing these shorts with heals and a light col-

ored top. This will match the fading or thread of the denim. This is a
dressy, yet casual look that’s perfect for a date night!
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Related Link: Kim Kardashian’s Daytime Date Looks
2. The Duff Cuffed Look: On a few occasions Hilary Duff has been seen
wearing these shorts. She prefers her shorts to be cuffed with small
holes in the pant leg. This style will make your whole outfit look
clean cut and adorable! These shorts go great with a comfortable
hoodie or chic tank top. Small heel wedges or jeweled sandals will
matched this relaxed style. It’s a great look for a quick coffee run
or a shopping day!
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Related Link: Celebrity Looks: 3 Easy Ways To Dress Like a Celebrity
3. The Faded Denim Hadid Look: Supermodel Gigi Hadid has been wearing
these extra faded denim shorts effortlessly! Hadid wore a flannel with
heels to make the look bold and fearless. If you don’t feel comfortable in heels, try black boots or wedges to make the fading of the
jean more prominent. Flannels or just a basic top will really bring
the outfit together. Try this look out for a fun summer concert and
see how many compliments you get!
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You can find these style shorts in many departments stores or online.
If you’re on a tight budget, go to Youtube and search for a DIY tutorial video on how to update your old jeans into trendy summer shorts!
How would you wear this celebrity fashion trend? Leave your ideas in
the comments!

